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ABSTRACT

In recognition algorithms and certaintheories of speech perception the processof signal interpretation is modeled interms of distance metrics comparing thesignal with stored references. In order toevaluate such metrics, listening tests wereperformed. The stimuli were short (about2mm) fragments derived from theconsonantal release of Swedish V C:V2"words“. A stop (b,d,d,g) appeared in asystematically varied context ofphonologically short vowels (i,e,a,o,u).The test yielded confusions which appearedto make qualitative sense in terms of theacoustic properties of the stimuli.
The spectrum level of the stimuli wasmeasured at two time points after the stoprekmsa Euclidean distances werecalculated using spectra derived by meansof 1/4 octave filter analyses. Two kinds ofdistances were calculated: static, based onspectra sampled at the first time point,and dynamic, based on the differences inspectral change between the two samolingpohms. Linear regression analysesperformed on symmetrized percent confusionsversus stimulus—reference distance producedcorrelation coefficients of -.85 (static),-.83 (dynamic), and ~.92 (static anddynamic combinedJ

INTRODUCTION

This investigation is based on theconception of a perceptual space for Speechsounds where the distance between differentsmufis reflects the degree of theirperceptual similarity. The greater thesimilarity between two sounds, the smallerthe distance between thenh Similar soundstend to be confused with each other,therefore the number of confusions betweensounds can be used as a measure of theirperceptual distance. A further assumptionis that correct identification of a soundindicates minimal distance from a storedreference.
.For both theoretical and practicalreasons, it is often desirable to be ableto predict perceptual similarity from
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acmmtic data. Such predictions areimportant especially in automatic speechrecognition.To implement such a model, itis necessary, on the one hand, to find arealistic transformation of the speechsignaL e.g. in terms of a realisticauditory model, and, on the other hand, anempirically calibrated distance metric.

ELICITATION OF PERCEPTUAL CONFUSIONS

The aim of this study is the evaluationof such a prediction model for Swedishvoiced stops. It has been shown for Swedish/1/ that there considerablecoarticulation effects for such stops inintervocalic position. To make gse of theseeffects, stimuli of the form VlC:V2 wereprepared, where the consonant was Ib,d,q,gland the vowel [Lt,a,Lv1. The resultingone hundred nonsense words were read inrandom order by a male speaker of theCentral Swedish dialect. The Swedish graveaccent was used in order to give bothsyllables about equal prominence.
From these "words" shorter stimuli wereprqmred by cutting out ca 26ms longsegments beginning at consonant release.For simplicity, these stimuli willhmmeflxth be referred to as ”Burst"alumuwz contain alsobeginning of the vocalic transitions.Notwithstanding the fact that the durationof the noise burst varies with place ofarticulation, all stimuli were given thesame length in order to avoid lettingstimulus length constitute an extra placecue.

A tape was prepared where each "Burst"stimulus appeared three times. The order ofthe stimuli was randomized. 20 nativespeakers of the Central Swedish dialectlistened to the tape, their task being toidentify the consonant.
The results of the perception test areshown in 25 confusion matrices, one foreach vowel context (Fig.1). In each row ofmatrices the preceding vowel changes fromfront to back while for each column ofmatrices it is the following vowel thatchanges in the same manner. Comparing theresults by vowel contexts and consonants,
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USING PHYSICAL DISTANCE MEASURES TO PREDICT
THE PERCEPTUAL CONFUSIONS

A qualitative comparison of stimulus
spectra showed that there are pronounced
coarticulation effects and, also, that
these can have influenced the direction and

after stop release show characteristic
differences with place of articulation.
These dynamic differences have in recegt
years been investigated especially n
connection with the question of acoustic
invariance for stOp consonants /4/. 1
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seems that although the change in level is
dependent on place of articulation, the
following vowel must be taken into account
too. There tends to be less change if the
spectra of the consonant and the following
vowel are relatively similar as is the case
for the dental and front vowels, for the
velar and la! and for the labial and backvowels.

The dynamic distances were calculated
in a similar way as the static ones withthe help of the Euclidean metric, but onnon-normalized spectra and only for the sixfilter bands above 1.5kHz, that is in thefrequency range where there were systematicdifferences between groups:

static + dynamic
Front vowel /a/ Back vowel- .80 —.9s -.58

It can be seen that good predictions canbe made only for consonants before thevowel /a/. The results were especiallynegative for the back vowel context. Whatcould be the reason for this? A possibleanswer could be that the listeners, if theycould not recognize the following vowel,used a strategy somewhat different fromthat assumed here. Even if we are correctin assuming that.a comparison of thestimulus with a stored reference doeshueai take place in the listeners'processing,-we might be wrong in supposingthat the stored reference is the spectrumactually associated with the specific VCV
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